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Handbook-1

Trade Union and Worker Rights
Introduction
Handbook One discusses the information and support workers need to set up a new
trade union, taking account of the sector and country situation. It explores the
importance of Freedom of Association (FOA), in other words, the right of workers
to establish and join a trade union.
This Handbook deals with these questions
Section 1
Why do workers need to form trade unions?
What are the principles and values that guide trade union work?
How does the ILO and other social organisations support trade union rights?
Where are you in the national and RMG trade union structures?
What are the barriers and challenges facing RMG unions?
Section 2
How do you define trade union rights?
What does Freedom of Association mean for workers?
How do ILO Conventions 87 & 98 support Freedom of Association?
What are the differences between the ILO Conventions & Bangladesh Labour Law?

Section 3
How does a union gain recognition and registration?
What is the legal process that unions need to follow in the RMG sector?
What is the best way for unions to plan for registration?
How can you avoid the challenges and follow the law?
See Handbook 2 for recruiting and organising workers, an essential step
in setting up a new union
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Key words


Industrial Relations: relationship between the employer and employees,
covered and enforced by the Labour Laws and regulations in a country



Decent Work: when workers have a living wage, good conditions like sick
leave and holidays, secure and safe employment, social protection, laws that
protect them



Yellow Unions: unions set up by management so that they can control how
the union works, the management appoints the leaders and workers are not
consulted



ILO Conventions & Recommendations:
a convention is an
internationally binding treaty that all member countries must ratify and
comply with. Recommendations are policy and implementation guidelines
that unions can use to check they are being implemented into national law.

The Trade Union Movement
Why trade unions?
In society, there are 3 groups of
people involved in Industrial
Relations (IR)
1. The government makes the law
and rules that govern IR and
enforces the law
2. The Employer or Owner of the
Companies sets up workplaces to
produce goods and services
3. The workers are employed by
management to do the work
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They depend on the government and the
employer to provide decent working conditions,
free from exploitation Because:
Profits are often more important than
workers








Individually it is difficult for
workers to influence this power
and control



Workers Need Trade Unions

Government and employers have more
power
Employers often do not respect workers
and union

Many years ago, in many
countries including workers in
Europe joined together and
formed trade union organisations
to prevent exploitation


They were successful and
after a long struggle they did
get better pay and working
conditions, as governments
agreed to enact laws to protect
them.



After this the Multi-National Corporations (MNC’s) through subcontracting and
global supply chains scheme, took or control industries to other regions, such as
Asia, including Bangladesh where wages and taxes were lower and laws were not
so strict.
These workers now struggle for their rights and establish trade unions to prevent
exploitation. Because of international trade union solidarity in many countries
now have labour and industrial laws, but they are often too weak to protect
workers and are not properly enforced.

Workers organise ‘collectively’ to improve their wages and conditions.
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Trade union principles and values
Many people, including workers, think
unions are controlled by management and
that union leaders are corrupt or part of a
political party. This is not always the truth,
and is often used to discredit the union
movement. As media owned by the
industries, use propaganda to discredit the
trade union movement.

A genuine trade union is an
organisation that is Representative
of the workers, setup and managed
by the workers of the workers, and
for the Workers

It is not always easy to work collectively in a union because workers have
different beliefs and political ideas.
 Trade union members need to respect each other’s differences and work together
to achieve Decent Work for all


The following 5 principles assist unions to gain respect and strength

(1) Solidarity : Standing up for each other and taking a joint stand
against exploitation
‘One for All and All for One’
Acting in solidarity means


Working as one, and not allowing individual workers to be used against each other



Government and employers are convinced to negotiate better terms and conditions



Taking actions and supporting other unions encourages government & employers
to listen
A strong Trade Union Movement, practices solidarity between the international,
regional and local levels and with communities where workers live, unemployed
people and those living in poverty. Gaining support from others in society shows
people that the union is about improving the whole of society, not just their own
conditions
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(2) Independence : Not allowing government, employers, political
parties, religions or other groups to interfere or dominate a trade
union or the trade union movement
Unions are not under the direction, control or authority of an external
organisation (e.g. government, employers, religious bodies or political
parties). Actions that undermine the independence of a union would
include, because:


Government do not listenening to demands of the union on issues such as
minimum pay or social security



Management settings up ‘Yellow Unions’ or buying off union leaders to
prevent fair negotiations



A union under control of one religion, preventing workers joining the union if
they have a different creed

Financial Independence
A self-sufficient union collects membership dues to finance union activities.
Taking funds from another organisation creates a dependency, which can be
used to corrupt the leadership and destroy trade union credibility
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(3) Democracy : Members with equal rights and responsibilities
who are included in decision making and actions, without
discrimination
All major decisions are taken by a majority vote of members while still
respecting the minority
Union leaders at all levels are elected and accountable to the
membership and follow the union constitution


Members are encouraged to participate in all union activities without
discrimination so that they feel a part of the union



It is difficult for unions to exist in an undemocratic society and a society
is not truly democratic without a trade union movement
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(4) Unity : Workers cooperating in a union and within the trade
union movement
‘United we Stand – Divided we Fall’
A divided trade union movement spends human and financial resources fighting
each other, this weakens the union and destroys the ability to fight exploitation.
Disunity weaken the ability of a union to engage, on an equal footing with the
employer and government. Unions should not discriminate against women
workers and treat them equally

Without unity groups split away and form an opposition union


A multiplicity of unions creates instability and competition that weakens the
trade union movement

Political factions and the personal interests of labour leaders prevent the
unions’ capacity to protect and promote common worker’s interests
 Governments or employer’s intervention or interference in a trade union
violates workers’ rights to join a union and to choose the type of organisation
they want
 Political parties dominating any union or part of the union movement prevents
creates divisions union, preventing unity.


Unions can form alliances with political parties who support their policies but must
always be free to disagree if the party’s policies are not acceptable for workers.

(5) Responsibility : A union that struggles for workers’ rights
with courage and determination for the interest of the members
‘The Union Makes Us Strong’
Union leaders at all levels must try and get the best possible benefits while
avoiding any unnecessary risk to the members and without endangering the
workplace or the existence of the union
Union officers need to be trained and given the support to be competent and serious
about protecting workers. As elected office bearers, they must negotiate in good faith,
include members in decision making and always uphold the union constitution.
These principles and values are taken up in each handbook and are writen into the
union constitution.
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The Structures of the Trade Union Movement
The structure of a union provides the democratic process according to the:


Type of workforce – male / female,
homeworkers, casual workers, shift
workers



Size of the workforce & number of
factories



Geographical spread of workplaces



National trade union structure

Key point
Ensure that a structure allows
for membership decision
making and participation and
is within the bounds of the
union’s resources

Some unions have workplace, branch and regional structures or local unions can
affiliate directly to a national union.
Most union movements start with local or workplace unions and the structure
grows nationally as more unions are organised
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The Trade Union Movement in Bangladesh
Background
Unions in Bangladesh have a long and difficult history with the first union
set up under British Law in 1926 but later repealed by Pakistan
1947 – 1965

Repressive laws restricting FOA with increasing
industrial unrest

1969

Integration of laws with rights to collective bargaining

1973

No right to strike or other actions introduced

1974

An Emergency Power Ordinance suspended union rights

1975

Restrictions on Collective Bargaining Agents with no strike
clauses

1980 - 1981 Labour policy strengthened FOA
1982

Martial law suspended all union rights

1983 - 1984 An Alliance of Union Federations and SKOP formed
1984

1990-1991

An historic movement against Marshall law saw the signing
of an agreement for freedom & democracy (the May
Accord)
Improvements made to laws & full trade union rights restored

2001 - 2006 Amendments & consultation for law reforms
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2006

Employers & Workers demand improvements of labour law &
government enacted the Bangladesh Labour Act (only
covering formal workers and low enforcement)

2007

Suspension of all union activities & organisations with no
CBA, for 23 months

2010

Minimum wages increased in RMG sector

2013

The Labour Amendment Act Introduced

2014

The Accord following the Rana Plaza disaster

2015

Labour law reform and a significant increase in number of
unions in RMG sector. The Goverment published labour rules

2016

ILO special paragraph urges amendments to the Bangladesh
Labour Act, in order to facilitate freedom of association

2017

The government approves standard operating procedures (SOP) for
union registration and unfair labour practices respectively

2018

Ammandment of Labor Law- 2006
Minimum wages increased in RMG sector

This is only a short summary of the long and complex development
of Industrial Law & Industrial Relations in Bangladesh illustrating
that the unions have had to struggle every step of the way
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Challenges in the RMG Sector
 Workers in the RMG sector hired by unregistered industries as unpaid family
labour or day labourers are not covered by the law; they do not have secure
contracts, social protection or decent conditions and are part of the informal
economy
 Women workers have lower wages than men and there is sub-contracting,
temporary and casual work
 RMG factories in the 8 x Export Processing Zones (EPZs) do not come under
the Labour Law or the MOLE. Workers can only form Welfare associations
and are not allowed to affiliate with unions
 Trade Union rights and their observance requires focused attention.

The National Trade Union Structure
The Trade Union Movement in Bangladesh plays an important role in
protecting worker’s rights despite having a low percentage of the workforce
organised.

The 3-tier structure of the trade union movement
1) Basic Unions (BTU) are established and registered by workers at the
workplace / factory level and are represented in the Federations by
Branch, Regional or Zonal Committees
2) Industrial Federations affiliate trade unions from one sector, who are
represented either directly by the branch or by regional / zonal
committees
3) National Federations affiliate Industrial Federations and Basic Unions
from all sectors either directly by the branch or by regional /zonal
committees. They need a minimum of 20 affiliates to register
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National and Industrial Federations formulate demands to negotiate
at the national or industry level, monitor implementation of the law,
establish policies on different issues, support implementation of basic
trade union activities and programmes.

Main Trade Union Organisations
1) Sramik Karmachari Oikka Parishad (SKOP) an Apex Body in alliance with 11
federations representing workers on national issues through dialogue with the
Ministry of Labour & Employment (MOLE).
2) The National Coordination Committee of Workers Education (NCCWE) has a
joint programme of action with the ILO on education and represents the trade
union movement in ILO programmes and projects
3) Sectoral Federations, including IBC.

International Trade Unions supporting the RMG sector




Danish LO-FTF
UNIglobal
IndustriAll

(1) Structure of RMG Sector Trade Unions
The RMG industry became the lead employment sector and is one of
the main contributors to economic growth in Bangladesh.






In 2018, there were approximately 4 million workers of whom
62% are women.
Indirect employment in the goods and service sector are totally
dependent on the industry (spinning mills, textiles & packaging,
accessories and freight) and employee a further 10 million
workers.
Trade Unions in the RMG sector have contributed significantly to
the strength of private sector trade unions.
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Trade Union at a Glance in the RMG Sector
Barriers

Opportunities

Recruiting in the EPZ areas

The
Compact
Improvement

for

Continuous

Reaching workers in the informal
economy

Improvements in Occupational Safety
& Health (OSH) law and practice

Weak labour laws & lack of enforcement New revisions of the Rules to comply with
the Labour Law

Continuation of unfair labour practices

Laws to stop blacklisting of trade
union workers

Multiplicity & fragmentation of Unions Better recording of data and reports

Lack of awareness of union/worker
rights
Union rivalry and politicisation

Global awareness of exploitation in
supply chains
Support from RMG sector Brands
Support of ILO & other bilateral
agencies

Government & Employer interventions
in trade unions
Ongoing refusal of employers to accept
trade unions

Issuing of ID cards and employment
letters
An increasingly unified Audit process
Employers setting up Yellow Unions
in Supply Chains
Lack of organising strength & union Upgrading of Labour Inspectorate and
coordination
unified standards
The strict registration process for trade The ILO reports on the denial of trade
unions
union rights
The continual negative perceptions of ILO training and increasing awareness
trade given by the media and of rights because of more factory level
government
programmes conducted by women
union officers
Frequent interference by governments and the military has prevented the
normal development of an IR environment that can benefit both workers
and employers.
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Trade Union Rights & Freedom of Association
Use the information in this section to strengthen the union’s
negotiating position.
Trade union rights are human rights
The United Nations ‘International Declaration
of Human Rights (1948)’ states that all people
have:


The right to Freedom of Association
(Article 20)



The right to join and form trade unions
(Article 23)

Activity

List the barriers and
opportunities facing your
union and use them to set
priorities
to
build
strategies and actions

These rights are called inalienable, meaning that they cannot be taken away and are
essential for achieving social justice
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The Role of the International Labour Organisation (ILO)
The ILO is part of the United Nations. It is a
tripartite organisation (consisting of
Government, Employers & Trade Union
organisations). Together they prepare and
adopt
the
Conventions
and
Recommendations that establish rights for
workers and trade unions.
Countries
individually
ratify
each
Convention but as a Member State they
must implement the 8 ILO Core Standards,
even if they do not ratify them.
These standards provide:
Freedom from Forced and Child
Labour and Discrimination in
Employment
 Freedom to join and form trade unions
and bargain collectively (FOA)


Key Point
Your Representatives can make
complaints to a special ILO
committee that holds the
government accountable. The
ILO publishes regular reports
about FOA in each country
Bangladesh is a Member State
of the ILO & attends the
conferences
Your trade union is represented
by a national centre and
(1) Can report issues of
exploitation to the national
centre
(2) Has a right to see the ILO
reports

Once a Convention is ratified the government is required, in consultation with
employers and trade unions, to amend and enact Industrial Laws so they reflect the
Conventions.
The ILO holds 1 Conferences a year for government, employer and trade union
representatives where they debate, contribute to and vote for Conventions &
Recommendations and review how countries are applying the Conventions.
Each representative has one vote (meaning that Government, Employeers and
Trade Unions do not have to vote as a country block).
Trade Union in a country have an obligation to monitor implementation of the
conventions.
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The most important ILO Conventions for trade union organisations
that cover the fundamental rights of FOA and rights of employment
ILO Convention 87 gives workers the right to:






Practice unity and solidarity, join and organise a trade union (for any type of
worker, including in EPZs)
Manage the trade union or federation without interference
Be autonomous and financially independent, establish structures within the
union and hold elections
The union must act responsibly and, if it is reasonable, within the law
Employer organisations have the same rights.

ILO Convention 98 gives workers the right to:
Organise and bargain collectively, with protection against discrimination,
termination, demotion, or arbitrary transfer
 Collective agreements can cover all issues connected with the terms and
conditions of employment, including for example, wages, the rights of
women, occupational safety and health
 Unions and employers must bargain in good faith and act responsibly in taking
actions and making demands.
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The 7 Basic Trade Union Rights for Workers
The rights provided in the Bangladesh Labour Law can be found in Chapter XIII:

Trade Unions & Industrial Development
The right for workers to organise
themselves and the right to form and
join trade unions of their choice
whether in the public or private sector
without having to seek permission

1. ‘Workers and employers, without
distinction whatsoever, shall
have the right to establish and,
subject only to the rules of the
organisation concerned, to join
organisations of their own
choosing without previous
authorisations’

The right to organise applies to all
employers and all workers (including
workers who do not have a contract).
Without
discrimination
against
occupation, sex, colour, race, creed,
nationality or political opinion. Only
the police or armed forces can be
exempted

ILO Convention No.87, Article 2



In Bangladesh, the Constitution recognises the right to Freedom of Association



The Labour Law allows most workers to freely organise and join trade unions
(but not homeworkers or factories in EPZs); make their own rules,
constitution, organise administration, activities & programmes, without
interference. (176 a, b & c)



There are restrictions, e.g. unions must organise 20% of the workforce before
they can register (179-2 & 183-6); workers are prohibited from joining more
than one union & only a union in their workplace (193); unregistered unions
cannot collect dues or function as a union (192-1&2); penalty of imprisonment
for failing to appear before a tribunal; no. of executive officers set by the law;
a person not employed in the factory cannot hold an officers position; no more
than 3 trade unions in an enterprise (179-5).
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Ensures trade union protection against the government suspending or
dissolving a union without due process



To dissolve a union the government
must bring a case to an
independent court of law.
Government has the right to
appeal and if the court finds in
favour of the union

The Director of Labour can cancel
registration of a trade union on
certain reasons with taking prior
permission from the Labour Court.
Section 190(2).

2. ‘Workers’ and ‘employers’
organisations shall not be liable
to be dissolved or suspended by
administrative authority’.
ILO Convention 87, Article 4

An by taking the case to the Labour Court, and an appeal is possible. The reasons
include application by respective union for cancellation of registration, ceased to
exist, ; for example, if the membership drops below the requirement (20% support
of total number of workers), commission of unfair labour
practices etc, Section 190 (f).

3. Workers’
and
employers’
organisations shall have the
right to establish and join
federations and confederations
and any such organisation,
federation or confederation
shall have the right to affiliate
with international organisations
of workers and employers.



Gives the right to establish and join
federations and confederations at
the
national
level
without
occupational or geographical
restrictions



Trade unions are not prevented
from joining an international
organisation, such as, a Global
Union
Federation
or
the
International
Trade
Union
Confederation



The Labour Law provides this right
in 176 (c)

ILO Convention 87 Article 5
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Gives the trade union the right to autonomy
with freedom from outside interference.
Unions can write their own constitutions,
freely elect representatives and leaders,
organise the way they run the union and plan
activities and programmes to advance union
policy
The union does not have to get prior
approval from any public authority but
needs to apply the countries labour laws

4.

Workers’ and employers’
organisations shall have the
right to draw up their
constitutions and rules, to elect
their representatives in full
freedom, to organise their
administration and activities
and to formulate their
programmes. The
public
authorities shall refrain from
any interference which would
restrict this right or impede the
lawful exercise thereof’.

ILO Convention, Article 3 (1) & (2)



Trade unions have the rights to adopt make their own constitutions and rules,
constitution, organise administration, activities and & programmes, without
any interference. (Section 176-d) with the provision that ‘the union registered
under this Act shall be controlled by this Act.

5. Workers shall enjoy
adequate
protection
against acts of anti-union
discrimination in respect
of their employment.
ILO Convention
Article 1 (1)

No.98,

Protection against dismissal for involvement in a
trade union needs legal provisions that cover all
possibilities.
Refusal to hire, dismissal, transfer, demotion or
refusal to provide training and education.
Complaints taken by the union should be
handled promptly, impartially without a cost to
the union. This is also covered in Convention
No.135, Article 1.
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The Labour Law 195-a(1) prevents employers from













Imposing conditions in contract of employment seeking to restraining to join a
trade union Writing a clause in a worker’s contract stopping them from joining
a union
Refusing to employ a worker because they are the member of a union or
discriminating against them in employment conditions
Discriminating against any person in regard to an employment, promotion,
condition of employment or working conditions on the ground whether one is
or is not a member or officer of a union
Dismissing, discharging, removing or threatening a worker for being a member,
organising or participating in union activities
Inducing a worker from joining a trade union by offering any advantages or
preferential treatment
Compelling any union officer to sign or settle a negotiation through
intimidation, coercion, threats or any other actions
Interfering with or in any way influence a union election
Recruiting any new workers during a legal dispute or strike; transferring any
officer of the union because of trade union activities; instigating others to take
part in any illegal lock-out
Transferring the President, General Secretary, Organizing Secretary, or
Treasures of any registered trade union without their respective consent



The right to free collective
bargaining on wages, benefits
and
all
conditions
of
employment



Cannot be restricted by
compulsory
arbitration,
government intervention in
drafting of CBAs or the need for
administrative approval

6. Measures appropriate to national
conditions shall be taken, where
necessary, to encourage and
promote the full development and
utilisation of machinery for
voluntary negotiations between
employers
and
employers’
organisations
and
workers’
organisations, with a view to the
regulation of terms and conditions
of employment by means of
collective agreements.
ILO Convention No.98, Article 4
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7. Workers’ organisations
shall have the right to
organise their activities
and to formulate their
programmes. The public
authorities shall refrain
from any interference
which would restrict this
right of impede the
lawful exercise thereof.
ILO Convention No.87,
Articles 3 (1) & (2)

The right to strike or stop work, is
complementary to collective bargaining as is
taking other forms
of industrial
action.

Summary of Bangladesh Labour Laws
The Labour Law is greatly improved but is not able requires further
enhancements to guarantee the rights that unions should expect or are defined in
the ILO Conventions. , because Enhancements would include:
The laws are complex and allow authorities to intervene and Strengthening of
the law to protect and promote freedom of association more comprehensively
 There is lack of institutional capacity of government and the judicial system
and political will to enforce the law
 Implementing the standard operating procedures on trade union registration
and unfair labour practices, which aim to make simplify registration of
unions and address anti-union discrimination respectively.


The International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) monitors these rights by
country and gives each country a grading from 1 – 5+.
In 2016, the ITUC gave Bangladesh a grading of 5 (which is the 2nd lowest
grade) because of unfair labour practices.
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Registration & Recognition for a Trade Union
Recognition


Is when an employer accepts the right for
workers to form a trade union organisation
and agrees to negotiate on pay and working
conditions with union representatives and
signs a Collective Agreement



Recognition can be voluntary but is usually
established in national Labour Law, e.g.,
Bangladesh Labour Act, 2006.

Registration


Key Point
Under Bangladesh Labour
law a trade union is not
allowed to function unless
it is formally registered as
prescribed in within the
law and employers are
unlikely to recognizese an
unregistered trade union.

The legal processes for trade union or employer organisations to gain
recognition, with the right to elect their own representatives, without
experiencing discrimination.

Steps to gaining registration

1. Recruit members and form a committee to discuss the legislation and
process to follow, then develop a strategy
(See Handbook 2)
2. Write and adopt a union constitution and elect office bearers, in
accordance with the Labour Law and the approval of the recruited members
3. Complete the necessary forms and submit the application to the Director
of Labour
4. If the application is not accepted take an appeal to the Labour Court
5. When approval is given, the union is sent a certificate of registration; this
means the employer has a legal responsibility to recognise the union and
commence collective bargaining
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Applications are sent, with the signature of the
elected President & General Secretary of the
union, to the Director of Labour, at the expense
of the union, who then issues a public notice
 The decision is also included on the website of
the Department of Labour, together with the
reasons for a rejection (if applicable)


Key Point

Follow the procedures as
rules set out in the Labour
Law and Labour Rules, or the
Register of Trade Unions,
e.g., Director of Labour will
not approve registration

Registration will not be granted if the members of
a proposed union are less than 20% of the total
number of workers employees in the factory (Section 179 (2) & (2a) The
requirements of the Labour Act, 2006 (with amendment in 2013 & 2018)

178: (a-d) Requirements for the Registration Form







Name, address, date of formation of the union
Names, details and role of all elected union officers of the union
Statement showing all members paying subscriptions (dues)
Name of employer and total number of workforce
3 copies of the union constitution with copy of resolution showing adoption of
constitution with signatures of Chair of meeting

179: (1 a - i) Union Constitution Requirements for Registration















Name and address of the trade union
The purpose of forming the trade union
How a worker can become a member of the trade union and & requirement to
use form to declare that they are not a member of any other trade union
Sources of union funds and how the funds shall be used
What benefits the members are entitled to and any fines that may be imposed
How the list of members will be kept up to date that all members have access to
How the constitution can be amended or rescinded
Where union funds will be kept, audits and facilities for inspection of bank
accounts
The process for dissolving the trade union
The process for electing officers by the members, terms of office
(restricted to 2 years) and in group establishments 3 years, after which time the
person shall illegally hold the position (except in crises)
Number of officers not less than 5 and not more than 35 (see the Labour
Rules 2015, 169)
How to bring a vote of no confidence in office bearers
The union executive will meet at least once every 3 months and a general
meeting at least once per year
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Definitions of Establishments
The application for registration must nominate
whether it is for ‘an establishment or ‘a group of
establishment’
The Director of Labour will verify whether this
is correct by visiting the employer and
collecting documentation.
If there is a dispute over the type of
establishment the decision can be appealed
within 30 days of decision.
Registration will not be granted if there are
already 3 unions in establishment or group

Key Point
If an establishment (factory or
workplace) is ‘connected to
other establishments for the
purpose of carrying out the
same industry, irrespective of
the
location
of
the
establishment, these establishments will be deemed to be
one establishment’ and are
called
‘a
group
of
establishment’

182 (1-7) Registration (based on the adopted union registration
standard operating procedures)


The Director of Labour, after approval, registers the union and issues a
registration certificate within 55 days from date of receipt of the application
and satisfied with submissions.



If there is a problem, the Director lets the union know within 12 days of receipt
of application and the union shall reply within 15 days



If the objection raised is met the union will be registered; if not, it shall be
rejected



The union has 30 days to appeal against the rejection to the Labour Court



If the Labour Court finds in favour of the union, it can order the Director of
Labour to register the trade union within 7 days



Either party can appeal within 30 days



Government will formulate a standard operating procedures for settlement of
union registration.
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183 (1-8): Registration of trade unions in a group of establishments


Shall be treated as one establishment and no separate union can be formed in
any of the establishments in a ‘group of establishments’ 183(1)



A ‘group of establishments’ means that all the single establishments are in the
same specified industry where more than 20 workers are
employed 183(2)



A ‘group of establishments is’, irrespective of the number workers, in a
specified area carrying on any number of the following industries, is deemed
as a group for that area. 183(3). For example, in the Garment Sector it will be:
(c) tailoring and garments manufacturing industry wherein not more than 100
workers are employed, (h) handlooms or (i) hosiery



A trade union formed in a ‘group of establishments’ can be regi tered, if it has
members not less than 30% of the total number of workers employed in all
establishments included in a ‘group of establishments’ 183(6)



A person can be employed in any of the ‘group of establishments’ and be
entitled to stand for union office. As long as there is not more than one fourth
from that establishment 183(7)

186 (1&2): Terms & Conditions can not be changed while the
application for registration is under process : 187. No transfer for
office bearers of the T U without their concent


Employers are not allowed to change the terms and conditions of employment
of an officer bearer of a trade union officer to disadvantage or terminate that
person without permission from the Director of Labour



No office bearer of a trade union officers can be transferred without consent



No termination of a worker who is a member of a trade union during pending
of its application for registration
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190: 1, 191 -193: Cancellation of Registration
The Director of Labour can cancel registration if


The trade union applies for cancellation of registration or as per decission taken
in the general meeting (190:1-a&b)



Registration was obtained by fraud or misrepresentation of facts or
contravened the constitution (190:1-c)



The union committed any unfair labour practices (190:1-e)



The membership had fallen below the 20% of the workforce or breached any
other rules in the Labour Act, and & Labour Rules (190:1-f)



Workers cannot join more than one trade union in an establishment or
group of establishments (193)



The Director must submit to the Labour Court explaining reasons for
cancellation of registration of trade union; if the to the Labour Court and if the
Court approves agrees the union will be de-registered by the Director of
Labour within 30 days. Unfair practice cannot be used if it occurred more than
3 months before the application for de-registration of a union. (190:2, 3 & 4)



The union can appeal to the Labour Court within 30 days and can continue to
function until the appeal is heard. (191:2)



No trade union can function or collect dues if registration is cancelled. (192:2)
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196 (1- 2a-f): Unfair practices on behalf of workers


No worker shall engage in trade union activities during working hours without
the permission of the employer



The President and General Secretary must inform the employer of any trade
union related activities they are involved in, such as committees, negotiations,
arbitration or mediation under the Act



No trade union or any person acting on behalf of the union shall intimidate any
worker to join or prevent from joining the union; or induce any member to
stand for election or prevent them from continuing in office; or offer any
advantage; compel or attempt to compel any worker to pay or prevent them
from paying union dues



Shall not intimidate, coerce, put on pressure, threaten, confine or evict,
dispossess, assault, cause physical injury



Commence or continue an illegal strike or a go slow; or instigate others to take
part or hold a Gherao to obstruct transport, communication systems or destroy
property for a union demand

There is a list of ‘unfair practices on behalf of the employer’ in the Labour Act.
The government has also adopted standard operating procedures to address unfair
labour practices.
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To support registration, Unions can:


Reserch the sector to find out if they can register as a single establishment
union or are part of a ‘group of establishments’, in which case they will need
to meet and discuss with any other unions in the group



Find out the exact number of workers in the establishment and plan the
recruitment campaign to aim for at least 40% of workers



Meet with a union in the RMG sector who successfully registered a trade
union and learn from their experiences



Read through both the Labour Act 2006 (ammendent in 2013, 2018) and the
Labour Rules 2015 and make a check list of the information to collect then
check with a union officer from a federation or national centre advocate that
it is correct

wbeÜY
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Trade Unions in Bangladesh Export Processing Zones (EPZ)
The country has many EPZs, with a significant number of RMG factories in
each zone.
These workers are not covered by the Bangladesh Labour Law or its Rules,
they are covered by a separate law, e.g., the EPZ Workers Welfare Association
and Industrial Relations Act, 2010 (EWWAIRA); BEPZ Labour Act that
comes The EPZs are under the Bangladesh Export Processing Zones BEPZ
Authority (BEPZA), not under the Ministry of Labour and Employment.
The law is applicable for EPZs BEPZ Labour Act allows workers to form Welfare
Workers Welfare Associations (WWAs); it does not allow trade unions. The
conditions for registering WWAs are very restrictive (application for registration,
election of officers, cancellation of registration, prohibition on affiliation in
relation with NGOs or political parties, and excessive intervention (e.g. needs the
approval of a referendum of all workers conducted by the employer with a
majority of 50% of the workforce).

The Act breaches ILO Convention 87 that states in Article 2 that unions can
form ‘without previous authorisation of public authorities’.
Finding Support


The ILO writes many reports after following up complaints made by the trade
union representatives which are discussed in the ILO Conferences that then
make recommendations for change. Technical officers of the ILO hold
numerous meetings and consultations with government, employers and unions
to provide advice on changes to law and institutional development. They also set
up a RMG Office and programme in Dhaka to support and train union members
and officers.



The International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), carries out investigations
and lobbies on behalf of the Bangladesh trade union movement.
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IndustriAll a Global Union Federation (GUF) affiliating workers in the RMG
sector supports trade unions and has an office in Dhaka



UNIGlobal a GUF affiliating workers in the RMG sector and supporting the
development of unions



The World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) provides support to the
Bangladesh affiliated Federations



The Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) supports FOA in supply chains by
training Ethical Trading Staff in Companies to monitor trade union rights and
ensure they are part of Audits. They have an office in Dhaka and companies like
H&M are affiliated to ETI.
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Embassy of Denmark

E-mail: hq.dhaka@wrcbd.org, Website: www.wrcbd.org

